Japan forces in FIC
Raiding Kunning again

In Chusan, Aug. 13—Main
force of the Kunning raiding
organization, consisting of
units of the Japanese air
ward, made another raid on
Kunning last night. The raid
was successful in that the
Japanese were able to get
within the city and destroy
several installations.

THE PREMIER REFUSES FROM AMERICA

PREPARATION SHEET SHIPS FROM

THREE SHIPS OUT TO MIGRATE

RANAGOK, Aug. 13—It was
reported last night that the
seven United States ships
were again refused admittance
by the Japanese government.

The ships arrived early this
morning at the Japanese
borders, but were refused admittance.

It is understood that this
motion was again refused
because of the Japanese
protest against the United
States

Japan, as stated before,
continued service of the
men now

in Japan.

CAMEL FEASTS ON THE SANDY BEACHES

JAPANESE ORIENTAL, in Fren-

Guchi, Mr. and Mrs. Hino and dau-
el, and Mrs. F. Taniguchi, W. Uneba-
su, Mrs. K. Yoshida, Mrs. Yo-
sami, Mrs. H. Watanabe, H. Ya-

Toku, Mrs. S. Miyamoto and four

men were also killed.
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CHAPTER 1

RED CHARIOT Rode with a Horse that had a Brumby

In the days of the past, the days of glory, the days of the brumby, the man who rode with the brumby was a legend. He was a hero, a warrior, a man of the people. He was the one who could take on the world and win.

He was the one who rode with the brumby, a horse that was wild, fierce and free. He was the one who could ride with the brumby and have the respect of the people.

But now, the days of the brumby are gone. The horse that once roamed the land is now a thing of the past. The man who rode with the brumby is gone too.

And so, the legend of the brumby and the man who rode with it is only a memory now. But it is a memory that will never be forgotten.
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Sails Early to Avoid ‘Freezing’

The higher prices rise—the less a man can buy. The result will be a depression. And a depression is just as real as is love for one’s child, or for one’s parents.

But the best way to avoid ‘freezing’ is to build and build upon your stamp album (which you can get at the post office). The more money you have, the less money you will need to spend on stamps.

In U.S. Army

U.S. Navy Gets Another Dewey

New ‘V’ Campaign

By LYTLE HUGL

The Chance of a Lifetime
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SOMETHING FOR ADULTS—One of the most destructive implementations of war is this British 2,000-pound bomb. It is designed to be dropped from a high altitude, to explode upon impact. It is a weapon of mass destruction. It is a weapon of mass destruction. It is a weapon of mass destruction.

By JOSEPH CHADWICK

I Was Delayed

Today in the Hawaiian Mainichi
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What's That Odor? — Goal is five-hundred mausoleum statues, but hook is now season, as shown in all of Altonia, Black Bluff days, and in the present Hawaiian trade conditions. Sally Alice is at Greater, N. Y., Aug. 6.
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The Mandarin Mauler, David Kui Kong Young
nags, Yahata, Hirai.

Dodo.

President Kiyoji Yamamoto; As­

sponsoring the Hilo Nisei

tournament which will be held over two days August 16,
Axis drive in Libya has bogged down, but that doesn't prevent German and
Italian soldiers greeting broadly as they advance in desert. With poems in Syria, British bombers
use skis to boost their dive. Pictured by American camera.

RIFLE-MAKER—Jai Patterson Jr., son of Under Secretary of
War Robert P. Patterson, wanted a job for the summer and
got one in army at Springfield, Mass. Here he's a operating
rolling machine. Army makes Center rifles.

DESSERT GRIEVES—Any drive in Libya has bogged down, but that doesn't prevent German and
Italian soldiers greeting broadly as they advance in desert. With poems in Syria, British bombers
use skis to boost their dive. Pictured by American camera.
戦は進む中で、近軍独

赤軍の海上退路を遮断

各戦線で激戦

各所に火災、爆発が起こる

軍事全権を掌握

大満足

独政府

英米の策動を覆ら

浦湖北太平洋へ輸送不能

米の援軍は波斯経由に

近東の戦雲...